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ABSTRACT
Leopold, L.B. 1992. Base level rise: Gradient of deposition. Isr. J. Earth Sci.
4157-64.
A rise in base level, as behind a check dam, causes deposition of sediment. When
deposition is complete, the gradient of the deposited surface is only about half that of the
original channel. This new gradient does not increase with time. No known method of
computation explains how incoming sediment is transported over the low gradient zone
of deposition.

THE PROBLEM
When a check dam is built across a channel, sediment
accumulates behind it in a wedge, decreasing in thickness upstream. When complete, this wedge of deposition has a surface gradient about 50%of the gradient of
the original or undammed channel. Check dams have
been built from the earliest period when agriculture was
practiced. The gradient of deposition was known by the
ancients in the Mediterranean area, rediscovered in
Mexico before Columbus, and again in the southwestem United States in post-Columbm time.
Alltheseearlypeopleknew thatcheckdamscouldbe
built at certain distances apart along the channel so that
the head of the depositional wedge reached approximately to the toe of the next dam upstream.
During the 1930s, engineers of the newly formed
.S. Soil Erosion Service had to learn all this anew for,
experience, some of these people stoutly
that given time, a check dam in a gully
e deposition upstream all the way to the
drainage divide, and the gully would be completely
Every college course in geology discusses the concept of base level. Among the best texts on geology and
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physical geography there are only a few that emphasize
that the effect of base level is a complicated physical
interaction of hydraulic, hydrodynamic, and geomorphic forces, presently not amenable to quantitative
analysis and explanation. In fact, this fundamental
thesis in geomorphology introduced by Powell in 1875
(p 203) was widely accepted, variously interpreted, and
finally summarized by Davis (1902), who quoted 23
authors who discussed the concept. But among those,
none attempted to compile quantitative data on the
gradient established after base level change. Surveys of
such depositional wedges behind dams were made by
Kaetz andRich (1939). Woolhiser andLenz (1965).and
the data summarized by Leopold, Wolman, and Miller
(1964, p 260). More recently Leopold and Bull (1979)
examined a variety of geomorphic conditions in which
deposition occurred behind a barrier and attempted
some generalizations about the effect of a base level
rise.
The gradientassumed by a stream is clearly the result
of a complicatedinteraction among all the eight parameters Operating in channelmorphology:discharge, width,
depth, velocity, slope, roughness, sediment transport
rate, and sediment size distribution. Some are given by
the geology, climate, and previous history -they are
OM1-2164/92 $4.00
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considered to be discharge and sediment load. All the
others are considered to be adjustable - some more
quickly than others.
The manner in which a river adjusts to change in one
or more of these parameters was illuminated by the
famous flume experiments of G.K. Gilbert (1914).
However, as a result of a misinterpretation of those
experiments, geologists have been misled for decades
because they took at face value the much-quoted statement by J.H. Mackin (1948): “A graded stream is one
which, over a period of years, slope is delicately adjusted to provide, with available discharge and with
prevailing channel characteristics,just the velocity required for the transportation of the load supplied from
the drainage basin.”
He states that slope adjusts to provide the velocity
needed to cany the load. Indeed, in the Gilbert flume
experiments,the bed of the flume was horizontal,and as
sediment was fed in, a deposit of sedimentaccumulated,
the slope of which gradually increased until the transported load equalled the introduced load and a quasiequilibrium was established. Slope did adjust until the
incoming sediment could be transported.
I have previously (Leopold, 1980) argued that this
emphasis on slope adjustment to provide “just the
velocity required for the transportation of the load’
stemmedfrom the Gilbert experimentsbut is rarely seen
in nature. In most cases of channel adjustment, slope is
the slowestto adjust and quantitativelyits adjustment is
small. In contrast to the implication of the Mackin
argument, the ubiquitous Occurrence of river terraces
indicatesthat when sedimentload changes,aggradation
or degradation occurs with little or no change in siope.
The flood plain is abandoned and left as a terrace if
degradation Occurs, and the terrace is nearly parallel to
the new flood plain. If aggradation occurs, the new
flood plain is nearly parallel to the one that was buried.
A change in sediment load does not imply a change in
stream gradient.
We know now that velocity is not the parameter that
is responsible for the transport of debris. Power is the
requisite factor, and it is the product of velocity times
shear stress. The concept was developed by Bagnold
(1966).Expressedas power per unit width, the equation
is:
power =
unit weight of water x depth x slope x velocity.

Only in a few particular geomorphic situations does
the gradient or slope adjust importantly as a result of
change in other factors. The only common circum-

stances when this occurs are the following:
1. When depositionoccurs behind a barrier that caused
a rise in base level, the gradient of deposition is less
than the original channel gradient, as has been discussed.
2. The case of a discontinuous gully: When a gully is
cut in alluvium of a valley floor, the gradient of the
gully floor is usually less than the gradient of the
valley and as a result, the gully decreases in depth
downstream.With time, the slope of the new channel
bottom tends to increase and approach the gradient
of the valley floor. The gully then tends toward
uniform depth along its length.
The deposition behind a barrier such as a check dam
is rapid and is, as explained, a close analogy to the
situation in the Gilbert flume. The deposited sediment
accumulates, finally achieving a slope that pennits the
incoming sediment to be carried, which is less than the
original gradient.
Thecuttingofagullyisalsorapid, andin thiscase the
gradient is also less than the original. Field observation
led Leopold, Wolman, and Miller (1964, p 450) to state
that because of a plunge pool at the gully head, the bed
of the gully is a depositional feature.
The floor of a discontinuousgully is composedof
a layer of newly deposited material, which must
overlie the undisturbedalluvium.The bed of most
discontinuousgullies, then, is adepositionalrather
than an erosional feature. Erosion of the plunge
pool tends to deepen the channel faster than to
widen it. At an early stage of gully development
the channel has considerable depth but a restricted width. At the same time it is forming a
deposit just downstream from the plunge pool
and thus is currently forming its bed slope, under
conditions in which slope can be adjusted with
relative rapidity as compared with channelwidth.
Under the conditions that prevail in ordinary
rivers, the reverse is true; width may adjust rapidly during floods, but slope adjusts only slowly.
... A low gradient of the channel bed should
characterize the early and narrow stage of the
discontinuous gully; slope should be expected to
increase as the channel widens.
It is amazingthat in these two common featuresthere
is a decrease in slope from that of the originalcondition.
Concurrent changes in the other hydraulic factors are
not obvious except, perhaps, for width. Behind a check
dam width is probably greater than in the unaffected
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Fig. 1.Typical dam constructednearly 2,000years ago by the
Nabatean people of the Negev Desert, Israel. The dams are
typically about 1 m high, 50 m long, of rock blocks without
mortar. View loolung upstream across the deposited sediment. Photo by the author.

channel. In the case of a discontinuous gully, the width
is confined and probably less than in the original condition. But in neither case is it obvious what happens to
hydraulic roughness, to velocity, or even to depth.
Quantitative data are simply not available.
We do not understand the adjustment process to the
extent necessary to predict or compute the gradient
finally assumed in the quasi-equilibirum condition.
In the case of the check dam, the unanswered question, simply put, is how the small gradient developed
can permit the incoming sediment to be transported
over the depositional wedge. Why should the final
gradient be so small, about 50% of the slope of the
channel upstream of the base level effect?
First it is necessary to settle the problem of time. I
remember being lectured by an experienced engineer
under whom I worked in 1934 that the gradient of
deposition would graduallyincreaseuntil the final slope
approximated that of the channel before the barrier
raised the local base level.

To settle this question, I investigated the barriers constructed by ancient man, with the help of Dr. Asher P.
Schick in Israel. Nabatean culture in the period 300 B.C.
to 100 A.D. developed highly sophisticated hydrological knowledge, as proven by Shanan et al. (1950). Of
particular import in the present discussion is the construction of many barriers or check dams in the vicinity
of Avdat where these investigators have reproduced the
agricultural methods and productivity of the Nabatean
culture. The age of the dams we studied is not definitely
known, but one stone mound in the general area is
known to be of the Byzantine period, though similar
agricultural practices are of much greater antiquity.
The dams we surveyed were built in alluvial valleys
in the Negev Desert of Israel where the sporadicrainfall
averages about 100 mm annually. The dams were part
of a complicated floodwater farming system in which
the drainage area was treated by clearing the surface of
stones,which were placedin longrowsof stonemounds.
Conduits were constructed to lead runoff water directly
to a field formed on the wedge of deposition upstream
of a dam. “These conduits artificially increase the
catchment area for a particular field. They cover tens of
thousands of dunams (100 m2 area) and drain every
squaremeterof the Abde (Avdat)region”(Shanan etal.,
1%0, p 113).
The typical dam is about 1 m high, consistingof rock
blocks laid without mortar, stretching across the alluvial valley with dam length varying from 29 to 46 m.
Figure 1 shows the downstream face of a typical dam.
The sedimentwedge behindeach dam feathersoutatthe
base of the next dam upstream, so those ancient people
knew from experience the grade of deposition above a
barrier.
The stone-freenature of the deposit abovea dam was
good for growing crops, especially because it received
runoff water from the hillslopes. The deposits behind
the dams in Havat Yehuda can be seen in Fig. 2. Some
of the dams had complicatedstone structures to lead the
runoff water over the crest. In Fig. 3 there are carefully
squared stoneson the top of the dam spacedin a way that
suggests they divide the runoff and keep it from concentrating in one place. So also in Fig. 4, a carefully
constructed shallow channel lined with rocks can be
seenjust upstream of the dam,seeming to direct runoff
into a chosen zone in contrast with the apparent spreading action of rocks in Fig. 3.
The valley of Havat Yehuda has 17 dams along its
length served by a drainage area of 0.79 km’. The
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Fig. 2. View upstream showing ancient Nabatean dams in
Havat Yehuda, Negev Desert, Israel.This valley has 17 dams,
of which 4 are seen in this photograph. The sediment deposit
upstream of each dam was cultivated by the ancients and is
still used today. Photo by the author.

Fig. 3. View across valley at ancientdamthathas been slightly
breached as shown by vegetation in channel. Large stones on
top of dam were some kind of guide for water flowing over the
dam. Photo by the author.
cultivated area on the material deposited behind the
dams is about 0.02 km’. Figure 5 is the profile down a
portion of the valley that encompasses 7 of the 17dams.
The surface of the deposit behind a dam is presently less
smooth than it once was because local Bedouin farmers
are growing wheat on the same area cultivated by the
ancients but with no modem attempt to provide maintenance to the system. The slope of the valley floor in the
zone where dams were constructed is 0.042 and the
average slope of deposited sediment is 0.016, a ratio of
38%.
Another farm surveyed was Havat Baruch, consisting of 7 dams at the edge of a valley watercourse and
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Fig. 4. Sedimentdeposit upstreamof ancient dam built of rock
blocks seen at left. In foreground is a built discharge or
overflow channel, with parallel low rock margins and paved
surface between. Photo by the author.

irrigated by two small gullies and adjacent slopes, not
by the adjacent wadi. The drainage area utilized is 0.13
km2 and the cultivated area 0.009 km2. The original
slope was 0.029 and that of the deposited sediment
0.015, a ratio of 52% (Fig. 6).
It is very clear in the field, wherever check dams .
exist, that the width of the deposited sediment behind
the dam is greater than that of the natural channel
upstream. The effect of this change in width is likely to
affect each or some of the hydraulic factors, velocity,
depth, roughness, as well as slope. Width change appears also to be an observable fact in the early stages of
development of a discontinuous gully.
That width change is one of the major effects of a
check dam is also implied by another of the Nabatean
structures, two impressive dams near Kumab. In a
somewhat confined valley just upstream of a bedrock
gorge, two dams of uncemented rock blocks were
constructed by Nabateans circa 100 B.C., one 6 m high
and just upstream, another 2.8 m high. The sediment
wedge upstream of the lower dam has a slopeof 0.0075,
and it reaches the toe of the upper dam. Upstream of the
upper dam the sediment wedge has a slope of 0.0076
and it grades upstream into an unaffected channel of
slope 0.0079. These two dams (see Fig. 7) may be the
only examples of such high structures still intact after
nearly 2,000 years.
These dams differ from the farm check dams discussed earlier in that they are in a confinedvalley so that
the length of the dam is about equal to the width of the
channel it interrupts. The gradient of deposition is only
slightly smaller than the slope of the natural channel, a
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Fig. 5. Longitudinalprofile down a segment of the valley of
Havat Yehuda, near Avdaf Israel. Seven of the 17 dams are
shown, with the surveyed wedges of deposited sediment
behind each dam. The dotted line is the profile of the original
valley floor.

Fig. 7. Well-preserved dam of uncemented rock blocks built
bytheNabateansabout2000yearsago. Itisoneof2dams that
are 130 m apart in the wadi of Kurnab, Negev desert, Israel.
Few ancient dams have survived for such a period of time.
Photo by the author.
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draulic factors. We now know that such adjustment
governs the hydraulic geometry tending toward a condition of minimum variance among those factors. But
how such adjustment requires such a large change in
channel slopeoverthedepositionalwedgeisnotknown.
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Fig. 6. Longitudinal profile of the farming area that was
surrounded by a rock wall within which 7 dams were,built at
Havat Baruch, near Avdat, Israel. Crops were grown on the
sediment deposited behind the dams.

difference that may not be significant.Observing these
structures and their location suggests that in some
manner the slope of the affected reach is related to the
width. If width is not changed, the slope of deposition is
comparable to that of the unaffected channel.
Inmost of these ancient dams the ratio of the gradient
of deposition to that of the valley floor is of the same
orderasinmorerecent checkdamsstudiedin theunited
States (Leopold and Bull, 1979). It can thus be stated
unequivocally that, as concludedby Leopold, Wolman,
and Miller (1964), the gradient of deposition becomes
stable in a short period of time and does not change with
time thereafkr, even over a period of lo00 or more
years.
This is of great theoretical importance in geomorphology. It is one example of the fact that the effect of
base level extends upstream only a very short distance.
Self-regulating feedback mechanisms must operate to
balance the contribution of each of the adjustable hy-

The problem from the standpoint of hydraulics and
geomorphology is to understand how the sediment
produced upstream can be carried over the flat gradient
of the deposited wedge. No procedure has been developed that can predict quantitatively the gradient assumed by a channel even when values of the apparently
requisite parameters are known. In fact, few authors
have attempted to do this. Hack (1957,p 60)derived an
empirical relation for streams in Virginia expressing
slope as a function of drainage area (a surrogate for
discharge) and bed particle size. If drainage area is
equated to 1 cfs per mi2,the mean annual discharge for
easternU.S., hisdiagram issurprisinglygood.Butin the
mountains of New Mexico, Miller ( 1958)found no such
relation. Though the gradient assumed by a channel
may be dependent primarily on discharge and bed
material size, this is too general to be a quantifiable tool
for prediction. Even where those parameters are controlling, it is not clear what discharge or what particle

size are the determinants.
It is highly desirable to obtain quantitative values of
hydraulic parameters in actual conditionsbehind dams.
This is not easy because many field sites where check
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Fig. 8. Longitudinal profile of water surface and channel bed
upstream of a small check dam near Cora, Wyoming. The
distance from O+OO to 0+5 m is affected by backwater of the
overfall. Stations0+06 andO+lOfairlyrepresentflowoverthe
sedimentwedge. Stations0+18and0+24representflow in the
channel upstream of the effect of the dam.

dams are built are in semi-arid regions experiencing
rainstorms only occasionally. With the help of Dr. W.
W. Emmett I made measurements of the major parameters behind a small check dam in an irrigated field near
Cora, Wyoming. The irrigation ditch was constructed
about 1950. It carried a natural bedload from channels
upstream and had apparently established a condition of
quasi-equilibrium.Measurements were made of velocity, depth, width, water surface elevation and slope,
bedload transport rate, and bed material size, at various
distances upstream of a low check dam.The profile of
the water surface shown in Fig. 8 represents direct
levelling shots on the water surface at the higher of two
discharges, and the condition for which velocity measurements were made. The average value of that dischargealongthereach was 0.156m3/s.At thisdischarge
the value of water surface slope over the sediment
wedge was 0.0012 and in the channel upstream, 0.0030.
The break in slope appeared to be 16m upstream of the
check dam.Computations for each cross section along
the channel are shown in Table 1.
This one example of the hydraulic factors is but a
meagre beginning of the needed data, but it does confirm some of the relationships that, in the absence of
data, could only be surmised. There is a marked break
in hydraulic gradient as water leaves the upstream
channel and flows over the sediment wedge. As in other
examples, slope was reduced to about half its upstream
value. Width of flowing water over the sedimentwedge
is increased to about 1.4 times the upstream value, with
a slight decrease in depth. But what could only have
been surmised was that velocity decreased slightly as
water flowed over the sediment wedge.
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Fig. 9. Relation of bedload transport rate, 4, to unit stream
power, w, bothinkg/msmassunits. Theaosses aredatainthe
Williams flume, Ds,= 1.33 mm sand. Circles are direct
measurements in the field of unit transport and unit power,
Table 1. Triangles are transport rates computed as explained
in Table 1.

General observation had suggested that sources of
roughness existing upstream were subdued or absent
over the sediment wedge, especially bars, curves, and
pool-riffle alternations of depth. In the case measured,
the roughness parameter, d u * , increased, confirminga
lower hydraulic resistance over the wedge.
This example is somewhat confused by the occurrence of a bed feature at Station 0 + 05 m which in the
field was noted by the remark, “a new sediment wedge
appears between 4.0 and 6.0.” This bed feature appears
to be a small-scale ripple or bedload sheet. It was also
observedthat “at 6.0 sedimentis moving uniformlynear
the center of channel and over full width.”Also, “dunes
and bars are observed upstream of 10.0 or in the nmow
channel.”
As might be expected, bed material size was about
the same along the full reach measured, and bed material was not appreciably different than sand caught in
the sampler.
The transport rate was measured in a bedload sampler of Helley-Smith type with an opening 2 x 2 cm. At
each of five stations, three samples were taken of 30 S
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Table 1. Hydraulic factors in a channel upstream of a check dam.Data collected near Cora. Wyoming. The
Station 0 + 00 is the location of the dam.
Station, meters upstream of check dam
4
6
10
Width, w ,(m)

2.3

1.9

1.4

18
1.2

24
1.1

Depth, d , (m)

.150

,155

,224,

.245

,225

Velocity, i , ( d s )

,401

.481

,543

.643

.475

Discharge, Q, (m3/s)

,138

.142

.170

.189

,118

Slope, s

.0012

,0012

.w12

.0030

.0030

Bed material, D,, (mm)

.89

1.24

1.21

1.28

1.61

Bed material, D, (mm)

2.68

3.07

3.05

3.09

3.46

Load caught, D,, (mm)

1.37

.79

1.26

1.39

1.31

Load caught, D, (mm)

3.00

1.96

3.06

2.67

2.69

Roughness, u/u,

9.5

7.6

5.8

Shear, T (N/mz)

1.77

7.2

6.6

11.3

1.82

10.6
2.64

Unit power,w (kg/m s)

.072

,089

.146

.472

.321

Unit transport, i, (kg/m s )

.006

.021

,029

.034

.025

Total transport, I, (kg/s)

,014

.040

,041

.04 1

.025

,0046

.0053

,00887

,046

.024

Computed

a (kg/m s)

Discharge is product w x d x v at each station. Depth at a station is average of 3 measurements. Velocity
at a station is average of 3 current meter measurements.Unit transport is average of 3 measurements of 30
s each with a small HS sampler. Load caught is average size of 3 samples in the HS sampler. Computed
is from empirically based equation:

a

g=0.10

Stations 18 and 24 are in the channel upstream of the deposited sediment wedge. Stations 6 and 10 are on
the deposited wedge of sediment.

duration. In considering the data in Table 1, measurements at 4 m upstream of the dam appear from the
plotted profile to be influenced by backwater from the
overfall. This leaves an unfortunately small number of
measurementstations, two of which are on the sediment
wedge and two upstream. The measured unit transport
rate, 4, does not vary markedly along the reach. In
downstream order it is 0.025,0.034,0.029,0.021kg/ms.
The values computed to be the controls of transport
unit stream power, w, and shear stress, z, are
edly different on the wedge and in the channel
tream. The decrease of slope by half as the water
over the sediment wedge so dominates the comon of power and shear stress that none of the usual
computationalformulae account for the obvious ability
of sediment to be moved over the reach of flat gradient.
Computationsof transportrate were made by several

formulae. Shown in Table 1 are the results using a
procedure comparable to that described in Bagnold
(1980). The same adjustment for depth and sediment
size as he suggested was used, but in order to eliminate
the need for use ofthe Shieldsdiagram,the abscissawas
unit power, o in kg/ms mass, rather than excess power,
M,. The flume data born Williams (1970, table 2, p
437), 1.35 mm sand with a depth of 10cm, are in many
respects like the field data reported here, and are plotted
in Fig. 9. The observed transport rate tabulated as “unit
transport &” in Table 1is plotted as circles in Fig. 9. The
“computed i,” is plotted as solid triangles, and was
obtained from

The formula computed amazingly well the transport
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rate at the two upstream sectionsbut over the sediment
wedge the computed values are much too low. It can be
seen that the computed values, being a function of wu2,
line up approximatelyon that slope, more or less parallel to the flume data. But in some manner there appears
to be a compensation for the decreased slope that
permits the total transport rate, I,, to be nearly equal at
all four sections.
CONCLUSION

It is astonishing that a concept so central to fluvial
geomorphologyas gradient of deposition has not only
been ignoredbut also that no useful quantitativedataare
available even to approach the problem. Two related
conditions are here discussed: the low gradient of an
initial channel of a discontinuous gully, and the low
gradient of the depositional wedge behind a check dam.
The latter case bears importantly on a still more general
concept in geomorphology, the quantitative effect of a
change in base level.
In neither case is it obvious how bedload can be
carried at the reduced slope. Nor is it possible to compute by any known means why the slope of deposition
is only about half of that for the channel upstream that
carries the same load at the same discharge.
One may argue that the condition of uniform steady
flow usually necessary for computationalprocedures is
perhaps not extant over the depositional wedge. Yet a
comparablesituation existedin the Gilbert flume wherethe sedimentbuilt up its slope until equality of input and
oufflow of sediment existed.
More likely, the vertical velocity distribution near
the bed is not expressed by the usual exponential relation found in pipes and in ideal river conditions. The
marked decrease in roughness expressed as u/u, hints
that vertical velocity may play apart, but in no transport
equation does roughness explicitly appear.
In both cases discussed there is a change in width of
the flowing water, an increase as water flaws over the
depositionalwedge, and in the case of the discontinuous
gully, a decrease in the early stages of gully development. Yet in both cases the gradient of the channel is
decreased relative to the original condition.
It is not usual for one to write a so-called scientific
paper to report that he cannot solve the problem addressed. Because I think this is amatterof great theoretical importancein geomorphology,I have wrestled with

it for more than three decades. The quantitativeaspects
of the effects of base level have been carefully avoided
by geomorphologists,in part, I fear, because someof the
most important and basic problems in the science are
just too difficult to solve.
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